Google Meet hardware
by Logitech
Affordable and effective video meetings with Google Workspace
integration and Logitech support.
Video conferencing
everywhere
Available in small, medium,
and large conﬁgurations,
these pre-conﬁgured room
solutions include a Logitech
conference cam (MeetUp or
Rally), Meet Compute System
with magnetic mount, and
the Logitech Tap touch
controller.

Tap to join
Joining a meeting is as
simple as a tap on the
touchscreen. Register the
room with Google Calendar,
and your meetings will
automatically appear on
the touchscreen with all of
the details.

Easy to deploy

Join by phone

With quality components,
commercial-grade cabling,
and innovations that
automate a better user
experience, Logitech Room
Solutions for Meet make
it easy to deploy video
collaboration throughout
the workplace.

With dial in and dial out
feature, the Google Meet
hardware kit is perfect for
any call, whether to a remote
co-worker, a customer on the
phone, or a partner on
another platform.

Seamless integration with
Google Workspace

Plug and play

For Workspace customer
there’s no easier way to have
video meetings, whether it’s
integration with Google
Calendar, Drive, Jamboard,
or easy management for
Admins.

With a focus on reliability,
your rooms are easy to set
up and come with dedicated
Logitech support. Plus, with
automatic updates, your
experience improves
over time.

Learn more about how to upgrade your meeting room experience at
meetingdevices.withgoogle.com

Logitech Room solutions for Google Meet

Small Rooms

Medium Rooms

Large Rooms

Logitech Tap and MeetUp

Logitech Tap and Rally

Logitech Tap and Rally Plus

All-in-One conferencecam with an
extra-wide ﬁeld of view and
integrated audio.

Ultra-HD conferencecam system
for mid-size rooms.

Ultra-HD conferencecam system
for larger rooms.

RightLight™ with Wide Dynamic
Range (WDR) shows participants
in ﬂattering light, even in dim or
backlit conditions.

Includes all the components of the
Medium Room Solution and adds
a second speaker, a second mic
pod and a mic pod hub.

Front-mounting speaker and
tabletop mic pod with
RightSound™ for directional audio
with reduced noise and echo
components and sleek industrial
design.

Optionally expand up to 7 mic
pods for larger rooms. Multiple
mounting and cabling accessories
available.

See everyone, even those close to
the camera.
Logitech RightLight™ and
RightSound™ technologies for
clear video and front-of-room
audio.
Compact design minimizes
cabling and clutter.

Learn more about how to upgrade your meeting room experience at
meetingdevices.withgoogle.com

